CORRIGENDUM

Sub: Corrigendum on the guidelines for issue of transfers to non-executives in the SSAs for posting to rural / unpopular stations - reg.

Ref: Lr. No. TT/STC/7-1/2016-18/87 dated 16.03.2018.

Kindly refer the above cited letter wherein guidelines for issue of transfers to non-executives in the SSAs for posting to rural / unpopular stations were issued. In which the point (6) may be read as follows instead of existing in the above referred letter.

"Each official has to opt for 3 stations as per their choice of stations. After receipt of the options 1st priority is to be given to female employees and remaining vacancies are to be filled up as per the stay wise seniority among the long standing officials those who have opted as per their choice of stations. If sufficient options are not received counselling may be conducted for transferring the officials. In case two or more officials have joined on the same day at same station i.e., same length of stay and if they opt for same station then the person with older in age is to be given preference".

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

[Signature]

Asst General Manager (Admn)

O/o the CGMT, BSNL, Hyderabad-1.